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About This Software

Under Construction

StreamPad is in its beginning stages. A lot of hardwork and dedication is being put into it, as of right now it’s basic functions are
working. Because of the nature of StreamPad, we have decided to release it under Steam’s Early Access program. This will
allow users to use StreamPad and give any feedback on what could potentially make the application better. With dedication,

diligence and some support, we’ll be able to create an application that can keep evolving to a point where Streamer’s can use it as
a reliable tool in their streams.

Streaming Focus

This application works similar to a real soundpad or soundboard. The sounds will come out through your desktop, which allows
you to hear them and transmit them on your stream in the spot.

Masterboard

If you are using a controller to play your video game while streaming, or you are broadcasting a podcast, you can use the
MasterBoard to have access to more sound files on screen.

Create
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You can record and trim your own clips through the creation tool.
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 4 Apr, 2019
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Very nice soundboard, it basically has everything I need. Add as many sounds as you like, volume control for each sound, hot
keys (would be nice to have custom hotkeys but 1 through 9 on the keyboard is Ok) and a easy to use interface.

The only problem is that if you close StreamPad every sound you added gets removed and you need to add everything again, but
I read that this will be fixed later on.

Would be nice to get a dark mode too.
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StreamPad v0.1.1 Update:
New features:

+ Auto save data
+ Unlimited slots
+ Settings menu
+ Dark Mode
+ Reset All Data
+ Addition of Japanese and Russian languages
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